Case Study

Custom Concrete, headquartered in Westfield, Indiana, provides concrete
work for both residential and commercial customers. Founded in 1969,
Custom Concrete originally started as a framing company. After, they
constantly had to wait for the concrete guys to arrive, Custom Concrete’s
founders bought a concrete form and starting pouring their own basements.

TRUCKAST and
Custom Concrete
Now, in 2014, Custom Concrete’s commercial work includes a wide range of
projects – fire stations, churches, multi-story office complexes, and a new
distribution center for Subaru parts.

“With TRUCKAST, we can pinpoint – how
many yards of concrete are on the road,
how many yards we’ve poured, and the
rate that the trucks are coming.”
- Casey Harvey of Custom Concrete

“TRUCKAST
continuously
provides me a real
time and trending
view of both IMI’s
performance and
our performance.”
- Casey Harvey of Custom
Concrete

Custom Concrete’s concrete supplier is IMI Irving Materials. Headquartered in Greenfield, Indiana, IMI Irving Materials was founded in 1946
and now supplies concrete to 6 states via 4 regional operations
centers.
Before Custom Concrete started using TRUCKAST to manage its IMI
concrete orders, the company struggled with a very manual, time
intensive process to manage concrete orders. The very large concrete
pours for industrial warehouses were particularly complicated for
Custom Concrete to manage with IMI.
Custom Concrete would place its concrete order with IMI, and then the
difficult part was managing that pour with multiple concrete trucks
hauling concrete mix from multiple plants.
“We never knew where those trucks were or when they’d get there,”
said Casey Harvey of Custom Concrete. “If they got 5-10 minutes late,
we’d have to call IMI dispatch, or we’d call our IMI sales person and
they’d call the plant or dispatch to check on our concrete. The issue is
knowing where you’re at on yardage. It’s critical that we don't have four
extra trucks sitting there and you can't use their concrete. That's
thousands of dollars extra.”
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“I no longer spend
time calling IMI
dispatch or my IMI
sales person,
instead I look at
TRUCKAST and
have my questions
answered
immediately.”
- Casey Harvey of Custom
Concrete

TRUCKAST creates unprecedented
transparency and trust between
suppliers and contractors.
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